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The hat was returned a few weeks later in good condition by one of the people
Wetherington had pulled over that day. The two-year member of the force then said he
realized his mistake but stuck to his explanation because he'd earlier been reprimanded
for forgetting to wear his hat.
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The government reported last month that gross domesticproduct grew at a 0.2 percent
annual pace in the first quarter.But weak March trade and inventories data suggested the
economyactually contracted.
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-- Luxembourg's Griffin Real Estate and U.S. investment fundPimco plan to raise their
stake in Polish business spacedeveloper Echo Investment to 66 percent (notified
April14/deadline May 22/simplified)
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One of my favorite parts of the series is how polarized the two teams can be in some
areas, even down to the age of the two teams. The Cavaliers’ average seasons played
per player is 11.8, and the Hawks are a small 5.06. This is a huge gap between the two, as
the Cavs more than double the Hawks.
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While Jax’s presence would have produced huge symbolic vibes, there’s also the
entertainment value to consider. With his mystery quips and condescending style, Jackson
would bring a more theatrical presence to the proceedings. Especially if his foil, Jeff
(Shecky) Van Gundy, was working the show for ESPN.
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“It’s embarrassing,” McDonagh said. “There are a lot of things you want to say right now,
but talking doesn’t do much. Our guys better figure it out quickly and realize that stupid,
selfish penalties are going to cost us against this team.”
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The comments, while carefully worded, come after a month ofrises in German bond yields and the
euro which thwart the mainways in which the bank's 1 trillion euros of quantitative easingaims to
help the economy.
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Many of those funds were hit as oil prices recovered, a bet that also made a loser out of
Citibank, which three months ago forecast U.S. crude prices tumbling to $20 a barrel by
about the end of the first quarter, due to a global supply glut.
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Seismic activity and gas emissions already help geologists predict the timing of eruptions,
but there are no good tools for predicting their size, said Kenneth Creager, a University of
Washington seismologist involved in the study.
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Some managed futures funds that focus on financial futures and options suffered steep
losses during the initial market move as well. In the last 30 days, managed futures funds
tracked by Morningstar fell 5.1 percent, and are up just 1.2 percent on the year.
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“Breast density should not be the sole criterion for deciding whether supplemental imaging is
justified because not all women with dense breasts have high interval cancer rates”, said
researcher Karla Kerlikowske at the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center and her
colleagues. Findings of the study have been reported in the journal Annals of Internal Medicine.
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The Government's plain packaging move is likely to face major legal challenges from the
tobacco industry. Already one firm, Japan Tobacco International (JTI), has launched a
legal challenge against the new legislation.
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Twitter, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and others had urged the 9th Circuit to
side with Google. Twitter argued that copyright law does not require service providers to
monitor for all possible infringements. The ACLU said the case involved the public's right
to access and view a video central to a political debate.
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Screening for cancer has gotten more complicated in recent years with evolving guidelines that
sometimes conflict. Now a doctors' group aims to ease some confusion — and encourage more
discussion of testing's pros and cons — with what it calls advice on "high-value screening" for five
types of tumors.
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"Some of you may remember a few months ago my dear blow fish Pablow past away," she
wrote on Facebook. "I wrote this song for him...He made me so happy and I miss him
everyday.... But now he is with Floyd and Melanie's sweet Sadie."
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General Wireless said in a statement that it "has beenworking with the state attorneys
general to ensure that thecustomer data is protected, and has committed to
maintainRadioShack's strict privacy policies."
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